Back Box
CS0409

Dimensions

Description

Wiring knockouts
Fixing tabs
Nuts for positioning of metal holder with fixing tabs and thorns (left and right)
Plasterboard wall supports incl. screws
Thorns
Back Box
CS0409

Back Box Cutout

- Back Box Cutout
- TouchCUE-7-B Front Panel Outline: 198 x 147 mm
- TouchCUE-12-B Front Panel Outline: 320 x 225 mm

Dimensions:
- 179 mm
- 135 mm
- 45 mm
- 60 mm
- 7 mm
- 30 mm
- 7 mm
Placing the Touch Panel into the Back Box

**Step 1**
Hold touchpanel in the upright position and push it into the backbox so that the thorns in the backbox slide into the grooves in the metal slat of the touchpanel.

**Step 2**
This enables you to tilt the panel, which holds in this position, and mount cables.

**Step 3**
If you want to place the panel in the backbox, hold it upright and push its bottom part strongly as deep into the backbox as possible.

**Step 4**
Then push the upper part of the panel until the two metal catches (západky – see fig.xx) slide into the fixing tabs.
Taking the Touch Panel Out

Step 1

Insert a thin screwdriver into each of the two little holes on the sides of the touch panel and push until the metal catches get loose.

Step 2

Then you can tilt the upper part of the touch panel.

Step 3

Hold the panel upright and pull its bottom part out. In this position you can tilt the panel to mount cables.

Step 4

If you need to remove the panel out completely, hold it upright, push downwards and pull it out.

Adjusting the Panel on the Wall

If the touch panel does not adhere to the wall perfectly, you can adjust it in the following way. Take the panel out of the back box and loosen the two nuts on the metal holder on the inside of the back box (the one with thorns and fixing tabs). Then adjust the holder in a way to make the touch panel adhere neatly to the wall.